Art Supply List for 12th Grade
Note: Although comprehensive as possible, some supplies may have to be replenished
throughout the school year, purchased through the department, or added to the list if requested
by an instructor.

FOR 12TH GRADE: THE FIRST QUARTER YOU WILL NEED SPECIFICALLY ALL
DRAWING SUPPLIES BELOW, AS WELL AS MOST PAPERS LISTED BELOW.
Other supplies will become necessary after the first quarter. We will discuss this
on the first day.
Required:

Drawing Supplies
6 #2 or HB pencils with erasers on the ends
3 Small soft kneaded erasers
Pink or white eraser
Small pencil sharpener with cover to contain shavings
12 Medium or Soft, Vine or Willow Charcoal sticks, thick or thin okay
COMPRESSED charcoal box
SET of Graphite pencils, with 5 varieties of graphite hardness
INK PENS (.5, .1) such as microns, pilots, or any other WATER RESISTANT ink pens

Misc. Supplies (NOT optional)
USB Flash or Thumb drive; 512 megabytes or more **IMPORTANT
Art Box -- recommend 5” by 7” by 14”; must fit into student’s locker.
Stiff-sided Portfolio with handles. Preferred size is 22” x 30”. Minimum size 20” x 26”.
NO portfolios over 22”x 30”. Soft-sided, canvas or cardboard NOT accepted.
Three-ringed binder or folder for class handouts and rubrics

Paper
Newsprint drawing pad, rough finish; 18” x 24”, 100 sheets preferred.
Sketch Book, durable, hard-bound preferred; with unlined white paper;
minimum size 8 ½” x 11”, maximum size 11” x 14”.
Pad of Bristol Smooth Vellum Finish, 100 lb weight, minimum size 11” x 14”, 20 sheets.
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Watercolor Paper -- comes in individual sheets, pads or blocks. Use at least 8”x 10”.
Larger pieces can be cut down to size.
Hot-pressed, (smooth) either pad or big sheets to cut down

Painting Supplies
Watercolor and Acrylic
You should get the same basic color palette for both watercolor and acrylic painting, including
“warm” and “cool” versions of red, yellow, and blue, white and black, and some earth tones.
Watercolor: Watercolors can come as tubes or dry half-pans or in sets.
Acrylic Paints: get a good-quality, heavy-body set. It should have a warm and cool version of
all primary colors, a black, a white, and a couple of earth tones.
Please have the following colors:
___Cadmium red light

___Alizarin Crimson

___Cadmium yellow medium

___Yellow Ochre

___Ultramarine Blue

___Cerulean Blue

___Burnt Umber

___Raw Sienna

___Ivory Black

___Titanium White
Other useful colors if you have extra money: Sap Green, Olive Green, Cadmium Orange,
Cadmium Red Deep, Payne’s Grey
Acrylic Paint Medium
Acrylic paint retarder, and Soft-body semi-gloss gel medium(optional)
Brushes:
Watercolor brushes – #3 Sable Round, #6 Sable Round
5-10 Nylon painting brushes (for acrylic paint), assortment of sizes # 3-20, various shapes
(rounds & flats)
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